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In the last edition of Expert News,
which came out just before the summer
holidays, I wrote about high pressure
in Markaryd, and that was just the
beginning! As everyone knows, the
summer of 2018 beat heat record after
heat record, and many homeowners
looked to cool off, but for naught. Sleeping in 30 degree heat while keeping
a cool head proved to be challenging
and tiring. Here at the Markaryd office,
passive cooling was one of the hottest
topics of discussion. Many grateful
customers came to the conclusion that,
with relative ease, you can convert your
source of heat to an energy efficient air
conditioner. The fact is that a groundsource heat pump that generates
cooling only consumes a fraction of the
energy, namely about five percent, that
classic air conditioners require. Those
who chose to install passive cooling in
their ground-source heating unit are also
reducing their energy costs now that it’s
time to turn the heat up. The bedrock is
once again charged with a good amount
of free energy.

Our replacement mission continues

What do you want
to read about?
Please let us know!
marknad@nibe.se
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During the autumn, we will continue
our replacement mission by encouraging homeowners to look over their
heating systems before something
happens. To all you installers in the
field, I would like to advise you to
stay a step ahead, as Per Törnkvist

describes on page 14. Be proactive so
you’re in a place to recommend the
best possible solution when it is time
for a replacement.

Creating success through training
The autumn is an active time. This is
noticeable not least by all the people
moving around NIBE in Markaryd. It is
with great pleasure that I can report
that our training sessions are much
appreciated and highly frequented. If
you have never attended one of our
training sessions, I recommend you
look through our course catalogue. It
is important to keep your knowledge
up to date and to develop in pace with
technology. I can ensure you that our
training and reception team will take
good care of you.

Fantastic dedication
The autumn is upon us, and with it,
another type of high pressure. We at
NIBE are prepared for the peak season
and to support you the best we know
how. In conclusion, I would like to
thank all the installers and service
representatives for their fantastic dedication. In each edition of Expert News,
we present a new expert profile. Reading about your approach to your work
and your enthusiasm for your customers and job makes me proud to be part
of the same gang. Full credit to you.

Niklas Rönnäng
Sales manager, Sweden

Skip paperwork!

Activate your
NIBE’s digital product binder insurance using
is now being launched
your mobile
Welcome to a digital reality!

Hi Joakim Engstrand
– Technical Documentation Manager, NIBE Energy Systems
Why is NIBE launching a new DIGITAL product binder?
At NIBE, it is important to contribute to a more sustainable future. We constantly
make efforts to reduce our environmental and climate footprint. This also applies
to our communication with customers. Because our product binder is a particularly
important source of information, we have chosen to make it digital. This will make
it even easier to find valuable product information.
How is the product binder intended to be used?
The great thing about the binder being digital is that it is always available on your
computer, tablet or phone. As an installer or service representative, you can easily
create favourites and share product sheets with colleagues and others.
In your opinion, what are the primary benefits of a digital binder?
It will be easier to find the right information! You can search for and quickly find
what you are looking for and the information is always up to date. And naturally,
it’s nice to not have to carry physical binders around or to spend time updating
them with the product sheets we send out.
Is there any difference in the contents?
At the time of the launch, the contents will be identical to the printed binder, but
we will be developing the contents in the future. Loads of possibilities open up
with a digital binder!

Register your new installations more
quickly. Our ’NIBE product registration’
app allows you to register a new product
quickly and simply. Using a QR code in
the heat pump’s display, you quickly and
easily register and activate the insurance.
This method is much quicker than manually
filling out a three-page document that has
to be posted. Scan the QR code in the heat
pump’s display and the app quickly captures the machine’s serial number and the
necessary unit-related data. Scanning the
serial number in as a QR code avoids the
risk of writing the number down incorrectly.
NB – remember to immediately register the
pump when installed. Both the customer
and you, the installer, will receive an immediate confirmation by email. The insurance
policy will be sent to the customer by post.
Download the NIBE Produktregistrering app
from the App Store or from wherever you
purchase apps.

What will happen to the old faithful printed version – will it disappear or will I still be able to get a
physical product binder if I want?
You can still order the product binder
or individual product sheets if you so
desire. However, there is very little
interest in the physical product binder; less than one percent according to
our survey.
What is your take on the continued
development of digital communication – what other areas do you
see with regards to service for
installers, etc?
There are a whole bunch of publications that could be digitised. We will
build up a ’digital library’ to make it
even easier to find the NIBE-related
information you are looking for. So
our journey on the road of digitisation continues to make life easier for
our partners.

Go ahead, get started!
…use the QR code to check out the video
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Anita Bernholtz
Spare Parts Manager,
Service Department

Something not working?
No worries. We have the
right spare parts for you!
Despite the top quality of NIBE’s heat pumps,
things can go wrong. Animals and nature can
sometimes play jokes on us, such as when
a mouse built its nest in the heat pump and
chewed on cables. The little guy was a real
live wire. Even bad lightning storms can knock
out a control board. It’s important to have
the appropriate spare parts on hand, even
for products that are considerably older than
the ten years you are recommended to have
spare parts in stock for. It’s good to know that
NIBE’s Service Department with its knowledgeable technicians is just a phone call away
and that those of us who work with spare
parts, Eva Karin Brorsson, Robert Swahn
and I, do all we can to keep track of and keep
more than 3,000 spare parts up to date. Spare
parts that are ordered by service representatives, installers and individuals in Sweden,
Europe and other parts of the world.

Good service, naturally
But sometimes things can go wrong. Like a
few years ago when low-energy circulation
pumps became a requirement according to
EU legislation. We could have continued to
sell the old circulation pumps for older heat
pumps that were no longer part of our offering, but instead, we chose to replace them all
with low-energy pumps. We were told that
the new pumps were compatible with the old
ones, but it seemed that it wasn’t quite that
simple. We sent out new pumps to products
that were 15 years and older and it didn’t take
long until service representatives began to
call in. Things were not working out in the
field. In such a situation, we were glad that
our excellent service representatives gave
us quick feedback and doubly glad that we
have an R&D department in Markaryd. They
provided us with immediate help, designed
new mounts and developed the adapters and
cabling needed to make the energy-efficient
circulation pumps work in old products.
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And though we feel we have good spare
part availability, there is a lot we need to
improve. Quicker delivery times are something
we are working on. Another substantial project
is our spare part website.

Development and purchasing, next
door neighbours
A strength of our spare part management is
that purchasing, sales and development are all
right next door to each other and that all product knowledge can be found within walking
distance. The point of this is that we can be
aligned in our spare part strategy and ensure
efficiency, even when customers come with
unusual requests.

A coach’s tips for quick service
We currently have very knowledgeable
service representatives who know which
spare parts are good to have on hand to help
customers quickly. However, there is one vital
thing when ordering spare parts. You should
always have the serial number of the machine
ready when you call so that you get the right
item for that particular machine. On older machines, you find the serial number on a plate
on the bottom right corner of the product. On
newer machines, it is shown in the display.
Even if you search on our website yourself
for the spare part you need, it is vital to have
the serial number! I hope your customer’s
machine never breaks down… but IF it does,
I’m proud to say that we will do everything in
our power to provide your customer with the
appropriate spare part to solve their problem!
If you would like to discuss spare parts or
have any questions, please contact the order
department at +46 433 73185.

CASE STUDY: XYLEM

One-of-a-kind

heat pump efficiency
at Xylem

Project
• Xylem in Emmaboda – manufacturing of pumps, etc
•	Created a one-of-a-kind, efficient heat pump utility for
factories and offices
•	In September, they launched eight NIBE F1345-60 800 kW
groundsource heat pumps
• A total of 3,000 kW in heat pump output
•	They lowered their energy purchase from 160 kWh/sqm to
35 kWh/sqm and expect to reach 10-15 kWh/sqm with their
latest investment
• Borehole repository of 140 holes, on a surface of 60x40 metres
•	Has saved 35,000 cubic metres of water per year for the
cooling process thanks to the use of heat pumps

EXPERT NEWS
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CASE STUDY: XYLEM

Since its establishment as a blacksmith in Emmaboda in 1901, Xylem, formerly Flygt, has grown into
a global group. But the company not only excels with regards to pumps for meeting the world’s water
needs. They are also world-leaders in energy efficiency and have recently expanded the power of
their already highly-efficient ground-source heat pump facility. All thanks to NIBE’s work horse NIBE
F1345-60. Or rather, eight of them!

I

t’s just as well to get right down to it.
The industrial company Xylem is incredibly energy efficient. The key ratio for
purchased energy for industrial heating
is 250 kilowatt hours per year and square
metre. This should be compared to Xylem’s
current 35 kWh/sqm with a goal of reaching
10 kWh/sqm! Did you get that? From the
industry key ratio of 250 to 10 kWh/sqm! If,
like Xylem, you have 110,000 square metres
of space, the savings will be considerable...
which is the understatement of the day. Behind Xylem’s journey to revolutionary energy
savings you will find a fleet of highly efficient
heat pumps, a unique holistic mindset and a
person with a passion for energy efficiency.
”In the last twenty years, we have chased
improvements in energy efficiency, and in
the last ten years, heat pumps have had a
central role in our success. With 3,000 kW
of installed heat output, we have achieved
great energy savings. With the latest
investment in eight new NIBE pumps we
are taking the next big step toward 10 kWh
of energy purchased per square metre,”
says Leif Rydell who has spent the last 20
years working with saving energy at Xylem
in Emmaboda.

An unparalleled holistic view
Xylem’s Emmaboda facility is like a city within
a city. A 110,000 square metre stretch of
factories, offices, canteens, sport halls, data
centres and, the crown jewel, the foundry
where the pump parts are created. It is only
natural that a great deal of energy goes to
heating and cooling the facility. And it is this in
particular that attracts visitors and researchers from the entire world, who admiringly
learn of Xylem’s energy efficiency solution.
”We have connected all buildings to an
internal district heating network which we
have paired with heat pumps and a powerful
borehole repository to enable storage of
energy when necessary. This has allowed
us to heat and cool premises when we need
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to, and, not least, to cool our processes with
the help of the heat pumps. This is how we
save 35,000 cubic metres of fresh water
per year. Water that is no longer needed for
the cooling process. Just think! I take pride
in knowing we are no longer using 35,000
cubic metres of a commodity to cool our
processes,” says Leif.

A loop of cold and heat
One of the secrets behind this energy
efficiency is that they have connected their
buildings/processes to one another, giving
Xylem the flexibility to retrieve and deliver
energy between company buildings. Simply,
an internal district heating network that only
draws upon Emmaboda’s district heating
network when necessary.
”Considering that our casting furnaces
produce a lot of heat, the challenges were to
harness residual heat and to cool the facility
and pools. We have thirteen processes that
we cool with the aid of the heat pumps.
With this investment, we have also lowered
the summer season temperature from 35
degrees to a more pleasant 25 degrees.
At the same time, we use residual heat for
heating other premises or store it in our
borehole repository, which is like an accumulator,” Leif tells us.
Their own district heating network in other
words supplies the operations and distributes
heat and cooling depending on the overall
needs. And to achieve true sustainability, in
2010 Xylem invested in a gigantic ’battery’ to
enable energy storage. Not two holes in the
wall, but 140 holes in the ground.

The biggest borehole repository in
Sweden?
Quite possibly...and most likely one of the
largest in Europe. With its 140 holes, drilled
closely together over a surface of 60 x 40
metres, Xylem has created a 300,000 cubic
metre ’battery’. Geoenergy expert Olof
Andersson from Geostrata has been an

important player during the project planning
phase.
”The point of the accumulator is, of course,
to enable energy storage that we can draw
upon when necessary. By injecting residual
heat from our processes in the summer, we
can significantly raise the temperature in the
borehole and extract it when we need it in the
winter. We reach a temperature of about 45
degrees in our borehole repository, which is
insulated with foamed glass. With the latest
investment of installing heat pumps to the
repository, we hope to get a full return on our
investment,” says Leif.

Energy efficiency investments
continue
With the latest investment in ground-source
heat pumps from NIBE Energy Systems,
that is, eight NIBE F1345-60 800 kW
ground-source heat pumps, Xylem is quickly
reaching their dream goal. That is, to buy
no more than an amazingly low 10 kWh per
square metre of surface space and, as such,
only have to consume one million kilowatt
hours of external district heating annually.
”Once we have achieved this level, we will
be considerably more efficient than modern
’passive houses’. And in all our talk of saving
energy, let’s not forget that we also created
a much better working environment with a
more even and comfortable temperature, not
to mention process stability,” says Leif.
Having now delivered a total of 14 heat
pumps to Xylem, NIBE Energy Systems
is impressed with how far the Emmaboda
company has come.
”It is amazing that a heavy industry can
have the same energy consumption as a
passive house! Just by moving energy, the
heat pumps become the real environmental
heroes. At Xylem, energy/heating/cooling are
moved from somewhere they are not useful
to a place where they are. For example, the
heat pumps cool conference and server
rooms and the heat from these rooms is

CASE STUDY: XYLEM

used for heating water in the sports hall or
the heating system. Amazingly good energy
efficiency,” says Fredrik Snygg, salesperson
at NIBE Energy Systems.

The next investment sets its
sights on the sun
Their ambitions don’t stop here and now.
When the climate needs saving, you cannot
contribute to a better environment by doing
nothing. Leif believes that the technology for
achieving energy efficiency already exists,
but that it has to be made known across the
world.
”Considering where the greenhouse
effect is heading, we need to use the
technology and be innovative. Sweden has
come a long way in this development and
can act as a role model for others, such as
developing countries. We are proud to be
an example internationally. Our next step is
to invest in solar energy. With over 100,000
square metres of roof space, we are talking
about quite a few solar panels,” Leif Rydell
concludes with a laugh.

About Xylem
Xylem’s products and solutions
(Flygt remains a product name)
are used all over the world. The
modern production facility in
Emmaboda exports a full 98 percent of the manufactured volume
to countries outside Sweden.
Xylem’s solutions enable people
to use water more efficiently – at
home, work, in factories and in
agriculture, the world over.

”The financial benefits associated
with heat pumps are unbeatable. Just
look at this example! If we use a NIBE
F1345-60, we can cool a conference
room with 60 kW and get back 75 kW
of heat, with an input of only 15 kW.
Buy 15 kW and get 135 kW – nine
times your ’money’! If you buy district
heating, you would buy 75 kW and pay
for 75 kW, a 1 to 1 factor. Normally
you would cool using a cooling unit,
buying 15 kW and getting 60 kW...
or district cooling, buying 60 kW and
getting 60 kW. Heat pumps are the
obvious choice in my opinion.”

Fredrik Snygg, NIBE Energy Systems
EXPERT NEWS
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CASE STUDY: PASSIVE COOLING

Facts
•	The Hofgren family in Onsala, outside Kungsbacka
• Concrete house of 220 square metres, built 2010.
•	Three fan coils in the bedroom work to lower the
temperature by 6 to 8 degrees
•	In addition to the heat pump: NIBE PCS 44, cooling
pipework, control units and fan coils
•	Operational costs of cooling correspond to the use
of a 50-watt light bulb
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CASE STUDY: PASSIVE COOLING

”Perfect indoor climate with free
passive cooling from bedrock”
Nestled in the greenery of Onsala you will find the Hofgren home. The modern
concrete house from 2010 is the result of dreams, industrious planning and
extraordinary energy efficiency. With airy spaces and generous natural light,
the house has space for functionality and quality of life. And, with a perfect
indoor climate. Not only with energy efficient ground-source heating, but
with refreshing cooling. Especially appreciated on hot summer days.

”Modern architecture is actually rather
challenging when it comes to creating a
cool indoor climate. We like big south-facing windows, which make for a hot house in
the summer. It’s a good thing we thought of
cooling our home as early as in the design
phase. Which we were particularly grateful
for in the summer of 2018,” says Henrik
Hofgren in Onsala outside Kungsbacka.
In 2010, Henrik moved into his beautiful
home with his wife and their two children.
A modern, spacious concrete house of 220
square metres in total. Outside the house,
the garden and pool are nestled in greenery
and healthy dose of tranquillity. Because the
family decided early on to install energy efficient ground-source heating, they realised
that they had an easy choice of ’add-ons’.
With a few affordable technological additions, the family were able to realise their
dream of having a heating system that could
also provide cooling. Passive cooling, with
its free energy from the generous bedrock.

Cool bedrooms x 3
Because cool air sinks, it is important to release it as high up in the house as possible.
The Hofgren family decided to install fan
coils to distribute cool air throughout the

three upstairs bedrooms. More specifically,
in the walk-in closet of the master bedroom
and above the wardrobes in the children’s
rooms. A solution that has been working
flawlessly for eight years.
”I don’t dare think how the summer
would have been if we didn’t have cooling
in our house. It would have been at least
30 degrees in our bedrooms. We kept the
rooms at 24 degrees. At times the kids
decided to set their temperatures lower by
using their control units. It is almost unfathomable that this cooling only costs what a
50-watt bulb costs to run,” says Henrik.

Amazing energy savings
Yes, you read that right. Cooling is produced
by a menial input of 50 watts. This compared
to the approximately 1,500 watts used by
traditional air conditioners. Dramatic savings,
to say the least. The secret is all the free
cooling energy that the bedrock offers.
”Lowering the temperature by 6 to 7 degrees in the bedrooms is no problem thanks
to the passive cooling. Not only do we get
pleasing temperatures, but also a dry, crisp
indoor climate. The entire family is extremely
grateful that we made this investment. If we
hadn’t done it from the beginning, we would

have had to retrofit passive cooling or invest
in another form of cooling,” says Henrik.
In the spring and early summer, the
temperature of the boreholes is usually at
around five degrees, and toward the end
of summer, it is at about 10 to 12 degrees
when cold is extracted for passive cooling.
This means that the boreholes are ’charged’
with extra heat just in time to heat the
house in September, thanks to the cold extraction in the summer. Double the benefit
from ground-source heating with passive
cooling. The cost for adding passive cooling
to Henrik’s ground-source heating amounts
to about SEK 40,000. This would include
three fan coils for distributing the cool air,
control units and the laying of cooling pipes.
”It’s easiest and cheapest to install
passive cooling when you start building, but
it’s actually pretty simple to retrofit it. Of
course, this depends a bit on how long the
pipes need to be and where the coils can
be placed. Regardless, I highly recommend
passive cooling to anyone who has groundsource heating and who wants to sleep in a
cool and comfortable room at night, as well
as have a lovely indoor climate during hot
summer days,” Henrik Hofgren from Onsala
concludes.

EXPERT NEWS
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CASE STUDY: HEAT PUMP + SOLAR PANELS

Klövern protects the environment
with groundbreaking investment
in air/water and solar heat
In Nyköping, the real estate company Klövern has taken an offensive step toward energy efficiency.
When it was time to make energy improvements to their 3,200 square metres of industrial property,
they decided to cut their ties to district heating, place five heat pumps on the roof and connect them
to 80 NIBE solar panels. The rooftop energy savings are remarkable. From 253,000 kWh purchased
per year to 49,000 kWh.
”The project is a trial for those of us who
are leading the way to installing similar solar
and heat pump combinations in the future,”
says Tobias Ljungkvist, operations technician at Klövern in Nyköping.
The 3,200 square metre property in
central Nyköping houses a car servicing
station and a car inspection station, among
other things. In 2017, Klövern took the
decision to make the building more energy
efficient in order to lower operational costs
and to disconnect the district heating. With
good experiences of NIBE Energy System’s
ground-source heat pumps, Tobias and his
colleagues decided to try out a totally new
combination consisting of five F2120-20
air/water heat pumps and solar panels that
have the capability of producing 24 kWh
per year.

Ambitious hunt for energy
The investment in converting to heat
pumps and solar technology is in line
with Klövern’s consistent hunt for smart,
sustainable energy solutions. For example,
Tobias has replaced much of their lighting
to LED bulbs and lowered their energy consumption considerably. And with regards to
savings, the Ana12 property in Nyköping is
expected to be a big saver.
”We used to purchase 253,000 kWh
of district heating per year. With NIBE’s
pumps, we anticipate a consumption of
73,000 kWh of purchased electricity.
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But since we are creating solar energy
of 24,000 kWh per year, we only need to
buy approximately 49,000 kWh. This is
fantastic, and we anticipate that the entire
investment will pay for itself in about seven
years,” says Tobias.
With regard to dimensioning and installation, Bravida in Nyköping was the supplier
that made the investment possible. Installation started in May, and by September, the
facility was brought online.

Unique combination of air and
solar energy
The total solution of air/water heat pumps
and solar panels was a new combination for
the installer.
”Ground-source heating was never an
option as the bedrock is deep and Klövern
was particularly adamant about investing
in air/water. We immediately saw that the
flat roofs of the property were perfect for
installing the outdoor parts of the heat
pumps and the solar panels. This is the first
case of combining heat pumps and solar
panels for us. It’s exciting. We were able to
create a spearhead facility with Klövern,”
says Joacim Kron, plumber from Bravida in
Nyköping.
In tailoring the installation to be as energy
efficient as possible, the heat pump’s
operation is always prioritised when using
the solar energy that is generated. If there is
energy left over, it is used firstly to meet the

electrical needs of the property and finally
sold on. The control centre connects all the
good things about heat pumps, water heaters, solar panels, electric boilers, etc.
”The Klövern investment is innovative
and a beacon for others who are considering a combination of heat pumps and solar
energy. It’s great when our customers dare
to look forward and take steps to lead to a
more sustainable future in heating and ventilation. This is certainly such an example,”
says Magnus Lindberg, Regional Manager
at NIBE Energy Systems.

Investment in the future
The investment is a trial for Klövern and
will be assessed after the upcoming, first
winter in operation. The project marks the
first time Klövern invests in air/water as a
pure heat source and it’s not likely to be the
last time they combine it with solar panels,”
Tobias Ljungqvist, operations technician at
Klövern in Nyköping confirms.
”It’s impressive how good air/water
pumps have become. Nowadays, they
seem to be as efficient as ground-source
heating and very reliable. The fantastic results to the bottom line, with the sun making a major contribution, makes it a very
attractive solution. I look forward to having
more projects like this in our portfolio,”
Tobias Ljungkvist from Klövern concludes.

CASE STUDY: HEAT PUMP + SOLAR PANELS

Facts

The photo features Tobias from Klövern with Jan
and Peter from Bravida.

• Klövern’s 3,200 square metre property
•	Air/water heat pumps and solar panels replaced
district heating
•	Five NIBE F2120-20 units and eighty 24 kW solar
panels
•	Savings in purchased energy. From 253,000 kWh
of district heating to 49,000 kWh including solar
electricity
•	Investment of approximately SEK 1.4 million.
ROI in approximately 7.5 years
• Bravida is the installer

EXPERT NEWS
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Bengt Jonasson at BJ Värmemontage
• Trained electrical engineer and previously an industrial electrician
• Started an electricity company at the age of 24
•	Started BJ Värmemontage in 1981 in Kvicksund, eight employees,
annual turnover of SEK 25 million
•	Fits approximately 170 heat pumps a year and is a NIBE service
representative
• Drills approximately 300 boreholes a year via subcontractors
•	Bengt lives in Kvicksund on the banks of Lake Mälaren in a home
that uses NIBE’s F1245-10 ground-source heat pump with passive
cooling
• Married with three children, one of whom lives at home
• Interests: plays golf, enjoys being on the lake, house in Thailand
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An active expert who has installed
3,000 heat pumps in 37 years
Meet the expert profile BJ Värmemontage
It was purely by chance that Bengt
Jonasson discovered heat pumps. But it
was certainly a happy coincidence. Today, he is one of the most experienced
heat pump installers in Sweden. And
for the past six years, his company has
been a NIBE service representative. An
unexpected success that fills the order
books with the help of a rapidly growing replacement market. Meet Bengt
Jonasson from BJ Värmemontage in
beautiful Kvicksund.
By the glittering waters of Lake Mälaren,
Bengt Jonasson relaxes with family and
friends. That is to say, when he’s not busy
with his growing company BJ Värmemontage. And he often is since his order books
are full well into 2019! In these ’times of
replacements’, his services of helping home
and property owners install and service
their heat pumps in and around Västerås
and Eskilstuna are in demand.
”I installed my first heat pump in a home
in Lidingö in 1982. Back then, it was about
groundwater heat and the pump was
replaced long ago. Thirty seven years after
starting my company, we have made over
3,000 installations – annually, about 170
groundsource heat pumps, air/water and
exhaust air. The development has been amazing,” says Bengt Jonasson with a chuckle.

Unparalleled technical development
In the early days of the heat pump in the
80s, many of the installations were for geothermal and ground water heat. Back then,
an efficiency level of 2.5 was unreal. Today,
the heat pump’s capacity has doubled and
the units are much more reliable. For BJ
Värmemontage, the last 15 to 20 years have
seen a lot of ground-source heating.
”For a long while we have been installing
around 100 ground-source heat pumps

annually. It is clear that we are now in a new
phase, the ’replacement phase’ with a rapidly growing aftermarket,” says Bengt.
About 80 percent of Bengt’s installations
have been for ground-source heating, and
the remaining fifth for air/water and exhaust
air. And it’s particularly in the aftermarket that
the demand for replacements has strongly
increased.
”It’s only natural since many of the
ground-source heating and exhaust air
installations are around 15 years old and
our customers are starting to think about
replacing them. Most often times, it’s when
the compressor gives out that the decision
is made. When our customers see just how
much heat pumps have developed, with
improved output, lower consumption and
Uplink, the choice is simple. They make an
investment in a new heat pump and ensure
that their future heating needs are met,”
Bengt says and continues. ”In the area of
ground-source heating, it is primarily NIBE’s
fantastic F1255 inverter unit that is ideal for
replacements. It protects the existing borehole in an unsurpassed manner.”

Benefits of being a service representative and installer
Six years ago, when Bengt was asked by
NIBE Energy Systems to become one of
the region’s service representatives, good
things happened. The choice, albeit a
simple one, has considerably bolstered BJ
Värmemontage. Today, the company is an
accredited cooling company with five technicians and the capability of installing new
units as well as servicing and maintaining
them. This was a decision that immediately
broadened the scope of Bengt’s marketable
customers.
”As a service representative, we come into
contact with considerably more customers
than before. We are finding customers we

didn’t know existed and are able to expand
our portfolio by following our customers
throughout their heat pump’s life cycle. It’s
good for us, and good for our customers.”
Today, all of the ground-source heat,
air/water and exhaust air that Bengt’s
colleagues install are NIBE units. This collaboration has faithfully developed since it’s
conception in 2002.
”We are extremely loyal to NIBE and
WANT to be seen in connection with NIBE’s
strong brand. When we arrive at a customer
site, they always say, ”Here comes NIBE”...
and that’s just the way we want it. Even if
NIBE is not our name,” says Bengt with a
chuckle and continues. ”We are proud to
represent NIBE and have enjoyed wonderful
progress since we started collaborating and
became a service representative.”

Focus on the replacement market
and properties
With a fully-booked order book, it’s hard
for Bengt the Entrepreneur to not think
about development. There is great potential
in being increasingly proactive on the
replacement market in the areas of apartment blocks and commercial properties.
And the combination of solar panels and
heat pumps is anticipated to rapidly gain
momentum. Having one’s own heat pump
facility that generates its own electricity is
the optimal, energy-efficient solution.
”We will be increasing our investments in
large properties and in companies that have a
great need to become more energy efficient.
Right now, we are working on heating 54
apartments in a terraced housing district with
four NIBE F1345s. It’s very exciting,” Bengt
Jonasson, CEO and owner of BJ Värmemontage in Kvicksund concludes.
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THE REPLACEMENT MARKET

How to gear up for

the great replacement!
Installers are facing an exciting, vast replacement market. A large group of satisfied end
consumers and an ever increasing replacement market bode well for a large number
of replacement sales for a number of years to come. NIBE’s objective, as NIBE’s own
ground source heat pump guru Per Törnkvist emphasises, is to be the ’replacement
king in the next generation of energy efficiencies’. Here, Per answers some direct
questions about ’the great replacement’.
Hi Per!
What are an installer’s strongest arguments for replacing a customer’s heat
pump?
Well, as they are fully aware, today’s units
are modern and have been improved compared to those of 15 years ago. Just as with
technology that allows cars to drive themselves, planes to land on their own and improvements in computers, heat pumps have
taken a groundbreaking step forward with
regards to efficiency and performance. To
get right to it, I usually say that if the pump
is 15 years or older, it’s time to replace it. If
it’s broken AND old, I recommend replacing
it. But if the pump is broken and less than 10
years old, it may be worth repairing.
Isn’t it beneficial to repair an old heat
pump when it breaks?
Of course, it can be, if you’re happy with its
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current performance and are not interested
in modernising your heating system. But if
you’re unlucky, you could be throwing away
good money by repairing an old machine,
so as an end customer, I would give it a bit
of extra thought.
In what way are today’s heat pumps
superior to those manufactured 15 to 20
years ago?
In a number of ways. They are quieter. They
have a better efficiency level and perform
better. Modern units can bring hot water
temperatures up to a level that wasn’t a
given 15 years ago. It’s a bit like comparing
it to the technological advancement of the
cars of today with those of 15 years ago.
Just think of the data power of our modern
heat pumps and how smoothly they can go
online, even to our mobile phones.

How much better are inverter-controlled pumps compared to ’on/off
machines’?
In addition to their higher performance, efficiency and close-to noise-free operation, it is
primarily easier for customers and installers to
gain access to the right replacement unit for
their ground-source heating facility. Installation is easier and does not necessarily mean
needing to drill more or deeper holes. The
customer also gets a unit that can be expanded as their needs grow, such as the need to
provide for an extra garage or a new pool. It is
a sustainable technology since the unit runs
at a lower speed and is demand controlled.
What are your tips to our installers as
they embark on ’the great replacement’?
Be proactive. Stay a step ahead. For example, when you are out on a service or repair
job, take a few extra minutes to scan the

Now launching NIBE Uplink
– Service Partner Version
As of 2014, NIBE Uplink offers online
access to heat pumps. A popular service
that provides customers with access
to the performance and health of their
heat pump, wherever they might be.
NIBE is now taking the next step by
launching the ’expert version’ of NIBE
Uplink for online heat pumps. NIBE
Uplink Service Partner Version. Product
Manager Andreas Johnsson tells us
more.

existing boiler and gain valuable information on when it could stop functioning or
listen to what your customer is saying
about replacing their current pump with a
modern heat pump. Take notes of the brine
temperatures in January through March
so you have a good basis to stand on for
making a recommendation when the day
comes for the replacement. Even though a
replacement always entails new dimensioning, you KNOW a great deal that will make
the next pump an even greater energy hero.
You know the size of the house, its heating
needs, what unit is currently in place and
the performance of the collector. So with
a bit of detective work BEFORE the need
arises, the installer can be very knowledgeable and quick when D day arrives.

Hi Andreas – Why are you making this
investment?
It is the next natural step in NIBE’s heat
pumps going online. We are now directing
and optimising our efforts toward installers
and service representatives to help them
to better help their customers. The many
years of feedback and experiences that
they have provided us of online heat pumps
have given us a wealth of knowledge for
taking the next step toward a ’professional’
version of NIBE Uplink. This strengthens
our common offering to end customers.
In what way does this strengthen the
offering of our installers and service
representatives?
In brief, they gain total control of their installations via NIBE Uplink. This means that
they can help their end customers more
quickly and with greater precision. Rather
than drive many miles to check an alarm or
to make an adjustment, as was the case in
the past, they can remotely diagnose and
fix the problem. This means fewer trips,

greater sustainability and quicker service
for end customers. Should the service technician find they need to physically replace
a part, they are much better prepared and
equipped for the problem when they get in
their car, thus increasing efficiency.
So how is it supposed to work?
Instead of the end customer giving the
installer/service representative access to
their NIBE Uplink, we are now turning it
around and allowing the installer/service
representative to invite the customer to
allow their heat pump to be monitored and
adjusted professionally.
What functionality comes with the new
service version?
Installers and service representatives gain
a lot of smart functionality in NIBE Uplink.
Among them, premium functions such
as History and Change are included with
improved overviews of all online facilities.
It is easy to tag each facility to get an
elaborate dashboard with sorting, access
to select menus and expert settings as well
as a function for logging work performed.
Smart and useful functions for professional
users who want to develop their services
and ensure their customers are even more
satisfied.
How do you get access to the new NIBE
Uplink – Service Partner Version?
Contact your district salesperson to be
connected to the service.
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NOBEL IN MARKARYD

NIBE and Nobel inspire students
to change the world
More and more young people are discovering science, maths and physics! This is a simplified description
of NIBE Industries’ contribution to the ’Nobel Mot Nya Höjder [Towards new heights]’ exhibition.
An exhibition that, in September, opened its doors in NIBE’s newly renovated premises on historical
ground. In other words, in the exact place that NIBE-Verken was established in 1952.
Christel Fritiofsson tells us more.
”It’s like a dream come true! It’s wonderful
to be able to create a place in which we
can present NIBE’s history and the entire
Group’s sustainability efforts while stimulating more young people to work in the fields
of technology, innovation and science. Being
able to do it with the Nobel exhibition is
almost unreal,” says Christel Fritiofsson from
NIBE Industrier.
NIBE’s beautifully renovated industrial
building on Hannabadsvägen in Markaryd
is the venue for the newly opened Nobel
Mot Nya Höjder Markaryd exhibition. The
property, previously home to Bröderna
Gustavssons Träindustri, is on the exact
same site as where Nils Bernerup established NIBE-Verken in 1952. In other words,
historical ground.
”It’s a bit like tying things together. We
are back on ground zero, a place where we
can illustrate both NIBE’s and Markaryd’s
industrial history. The historical exhibition
reflects Markaryd’s journey from the 50s on
and gives young and old an opportunity to
relive how the local community developed.
It’s lovely to stroll through the decades and
experience how people lived and how technology has evolved in the past 60 years,”
says Christel, formerly a project manager
with NIBE and currently responsible for
NIBE Industrier’s investor relations.

Nobel Mot Nya Höjder
Nobel Mot Nya Höjder Markaryd consists
of two parts: a visit to the Nobel exhibition
on NIBE’s premises and a site visit to an
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industry that shows how new technology is
used in real life. The project is an educational
concept in Kronoberg’s primary and upper
secondary schools who are working toward
increasing student interest in science,
technology and maths. On the bottom floor
of NIBE Industrier’s building, around 3,000
Kronoberg students will learn about Alfred
Nobel’s work and be able to conduct scientific experiments on their own. The exhibition is already a great success and has a full
schedule for school visits up to Christmas.

Playful exhibition
”The exhibition displays the playfulness and
creativity of the Nobel prize winners’ work,
something that students and the rest of us
can be inspired by. The exhibition attracted
a quarter of a million visitors in Stockholm –
naturally, we hope it will be a great success
in Markaryd too,” says Olov Amelin, curator
of the Nobel Museum.
In addition to providing the venue for
the six-month-long Nobel exhibition on the
bottom floor, and the more permanent time
capsule on the upper floor, NIBE Industrier
has played a central role in the ’An industrial journey with a focus on sustainability’
exhibition.
”NIBE’s exhibition shows in a hands-on
way how technology and science contribute
to sustainable community development.
Nowadays, sustainability is a buzzword, but
it is something we have worked with for
many years. It’s in our genes. Our company
is a prime example of this, but there are a

whole lot of other talented entrepreneurs in
our municipality. Having the opportunity to
teach history and spread valuable knowledge
is important to us because we are part of
the machinery of our community, locally and
globally,” says Christel.
NIBE and ten other companies in Markaryd
offer study visits to students as part of the
Maker Tour – Mot nya höjder concept.

Unique and record-breaking project
This is a milestone in NIBE’s efforts to show
its history and what it wants to achieve in
the area of sustainability. Putting the exhibition together took place at record speed
during the summer.
”Working together with NIBE Group colleagues, we created a unique exhibition in
just a few short summer months. We shed
a lot of blood, sweat and tears at times,
but we’ve had a lot of fun. We are proud to
have collaborated with the municipality, Linnaeus University, the region and the Nobel
Museum on creating this. My biggest challenge at the moment is fitting in all those
who want to visit our exhibition. But this is
more a privilege than a problem,” Christel
Fritiofsson concludes with a chuckle.
To learn more or to visit the exhibition, see
www.markaryd.com/nobel or contact Christel Fritiofsson at NIBE Industrier.

NOBEL IN MARKARYD

For the first time ever, a Nobel Museum exhibition is showing outside Stockholm, in the NIBE Industrier premises in Markaryd. The exhibition displays
scientific experiments that changed the world.
EXPERT NEWS
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NIBE VISIT

Welcome to NIBE.
We enjoy having you!
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NIBE VISIT

Getting together in person is the core of long-term relationships. Or that’s how the vision of the team
who decide over NIBE’s very own Hall of Fame, Market Centre in Markaryd might be formulated. A
place to which 5,000 dedicated visitors make a kind of pilgrimage annually. As of autumn 2017, Elin
Hagnestam has been leading the team that creates memorable visits and world-class courses.

”I really love my job. Each day is different and
my job is just as diverse and exciting as the
people we receive at the Market Centre. Our
visitors and ’students’ come from near and
far. It is a pleasure to meet installers, service
representatives and visitors and to welcome
them behind the scenes of the world of
NIBE,” says Elin Hagnestam who, since the
autumn of 2017, has been managing the team
that trains and receives visitors.
The Market Centre in Markaryd is the hub
for Elin’s work. A meeting place with loads
of opportunities to exchange knowledge and
attend technology courses, not to mention
all the nice meetings and dinners in NIBE’s
very own pub. Elin’s department closely
collaborates with Swedish salespeople and
those responsible for export sales, who
often invite partners to visit. But Elin’s team
also works in another central place for NIBE:
in Reception at the head office, where colleagues Veronica Nilsson, Terese Svensson
and Stina Nilsson meet thousands of visitors
each year and answer around 175,000
phone calls with their sparkling energy.
”The ladies in Reception are very
service-minded and are used to pointing
visitors in the right direction. Regardless of
whether they contact us by phone or pay us
a visit. They do a brilliant job of making our
visitors feel welcome. NIBE strives toward
high quality in every aspect and a first impression can only be made once,” says Elin.
Elin’s team consists of seven people,
including Elin herself. In addition to the
receptionists, there is Mats Edvardsson who
primarily works with the Swedish courses
and Jennie Ahlqvist who is responsible for
visits. Since last autumn, the department has
also been boosted by Annette Karlsson. That
makes a total of six women and one man.

5,000 (different) visits a year
The palette of visitors that Elin’s team
cares for on a yearly basis is quite diverse.

Mainly, NIBE’s guests can be divided into
two groups. 1. Visitors. 2. Course attendees. When it comes to visits, they meet
everything between heaven and earth. For
example, they receive study visits, company
visits, class visits, subsidiaries and their
customers, shareholder get-togethers, and,
not to be forgotten, the popular factory visits. In factory visits in particular, guests are
able to see how quality initiatives are put in
action in real life and how much team work
is involved in getting products out into the
world. When it comes to courses, installers
and service representatives come to spend
a day on theory and practical exercises.
”Our courses are much appreciated, not
to mention important for our partners’ ability to grow and develop. Our courses may
deal with providing our installers with basic
training in exhaust air heat pumps, what
you should think about when dimensioning
large properties, or a week-long course in
cooling that we organise together with Kunskapscentrum in Markaryd,” Elin tells us.

Courses that lead to success
NIBE service representatives and installers
who partake in NIBE’s market package can
attend NIBE’s extensive list of courses, free
of charge. One-day courses that combine
theory with practical exercises in NIBE’s
impressive technology park in the Market
Centre. Here, there are a great number
of heat pumps installed and real troubleshooting and measures can be staged in a
controlled environment. That is, ’learning by
doing’. An eldorado for those interested in
technology and for heat pump advocates.
Primarily, it is Swedish installers and service
representatives that are trained in Markaryd,
but there is an increasing influx of visitors
from Europe and other parts of the world.
”Our trainer Mats is extremely knowledgeable and good at engaging our
’students’. Our technology park encourages

practical exercises that become rote, a
knowledge that our talented installers bring
out into the field with them. In addition,
much knowledge is exchanged between
participants who, in a relaxed environment,
get a chance to encourage and learn from
each other based on their experiences from
installations throughout Sweden. So much
of the value added comes from the meetings between participants,” says Elin.

Practice makes perfect
As heat pumps, ventilation and cooling
increasingly become more efficient, the
technology behind them becomes more
advanced. Which is why it is important to follow developments and ensure that you have
the latest knowledge in each product area.
”It is a challenge to make our increasingly
advanced products easier to use and install.
It is important to ensure that you are up
to date and best in your particular field as
an installer and/or service technician. We
have the best expertise on the market with
regards to dimensioning large properties,
exhaust air and ground-source heating, etc.
It’s time well spent to take a course and an
investment not only in yourself but in your
company. The reward is massive,” says Elin.
As mentioned, the courses are primarily
for installers and service representatives,
but anyone is welcome, whether they be
builders, building managers or consultants.
”Our students have shown us that the
general level of knowledge regarding heat
pumps has increased in Sweden in general.
The technology has been around for a long
time and has proven itself. At the same time,
end customers are putting high demands on
receiving quick, high-quality help, so installers
and service representatives need to be a step
ahead. The best way to do that is to take one
of our courses,” Elin Hagnestam, Customer
Relations Manager at NIBE Energy Systems
concludes.
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NIBE OUT IN THE WORLD

How to sell NIBE’s
heat pumps in Latin

America

When Nataile Ramírez travelled all the way from Chile to learn
about NIBE’s heat pumps, the editorial staff of Expert News was
quick to talk to her. Natalie is the woman who will bring NIBE to
Chile and help the Chileans obtain the perfect indoor climate and
a better environment.
Hi Natalie! Tell us about yourself.
My name is Natalie Ramírez, I’m 31 years
old and trained as an industrial engineer at
Federico Santa María Technical University
in Valparaíso City which is in, you guessed
it, Chile! I work there at a company called
Tecnoverde which has teamed up with
NIBE and become a sales partner for the
country. We are the first company to work
with NIBE in Latin America and naturally,
we are very proud of the fact.
What is your role at Tecnoverde?
I work with NIBE and NIBE’s products and
my goal is to eventually introduce these
products to the Chilean market. I was employed in March of this year, so I am rather
new to the company, but I have already got
stuck in. I started out in the sales department and have since learned a lot about
how the company works and how we want
to collaborate with NIBE.
Tell us more about Teconverde
Teconverde SpA was established in 2012
by three Dutch engineers who had lived
in Chile for many years. They wanted to
remain in the country and work toward
improving the environment and the quality
of life for its inhabitants. As engineers who
were interested in energy and technology,
their dream was to create consumer-friendly solutions that focus on energy efficiency
through renewable energy sources and
environmentally-friendly technology. Relations with NIBE started in 2016 and we
have since then worked hard to establish
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a relationship that is mutually beneficial. It
has been a challenge for us and NIBE alike
as we are the first partner in Latin America.
So far, we have carried out five installations that provide houses with heating,
cooling and hot water using NIBE products.
With each installation, we have collected
new technical and sales experiences. I
have good relations with NIBE in Markaryd,
which was only strengthened by the visit I
made to Markaryd in August.
The next step is to expand our distribution
in the country. We want to instil a sense of
curiosity so that other companies and installers in Chile will want to use and advocate
NIBE’s products with the support and service
of Tecnoverde.

start using cleaner energy, but companies
must also do their part. Which is what we
are doing at Tecnoverde. NIBE’s products
offer the perfect combination for helping
individuals while helping the environment.

What makes NIBE an interesting company?
NIBE has many categories of good, high
quality products that suit all needs. I also
see NIBE as a company that has good values and a work method based on respect
and a endeavour to protect the climate.

What are your thoughts on the future of
heat pumps?
I think that the technology of heat pumps
and their capability of harvesting energy from nature for heating and cooling
is something that will help us consume
energy more sustainably in the future. It’s
not only important in Sweden and Chile, but
also in the rest of the world.

What makes NIBE’s products interesting in Chile?
Climate change is a problem that affects
the whole world, which is why it is vital that
each country takes its responsibility to do
what it can. Currently, many people in Chile
use oil, coal, gas and wood for heating and
producing hot water in homes and industries. These sources of energy contribute to
harmful emissions and pollution.
As a country, Chile is working hard to

What do people in Chile use NIBE’s
products for?
The climate in Chile differs significantly
depending on where you live. In the north,
you’ll find one of the driest deserts in the
world and in the central parts, there’s a
Mediterranean climate that sometimes fluctuates a full 20 degrees between morning
and night. In these areas, the need for heating and cooling in homes is essential. In the
south, there is mostly a need for heating.

What is your favourite product from
the NIBE portfolio?
My favourite is the VVM. I love that it’s
an all-in-one product with a user-friendly
display and attractive design that is just not
looking for attention.
Thank you Natalie! The best of luck with
NIBE in Chile!

CASE STUDY: PADDLE HALL WITH AIR/WATER

Sweaty duels – perfect indoor climate
Like tennis, but easier – a bit like
squash, but gentler. The most
rapidly growing sport in Sweden,
paddle ball, is gaining in popularity. Paddle halls are sprouting like
mushrooms, including in Kristianstad, which has been blessed with
six new indoor courts. With the perfect climate and the highest energy
efficiency. Thanks to air/water heat
pumps from NIBE, arena builder
Patrik Svensson tells us.
”When we were planning our new hall, there
was never any question about what heat
source we would invest in. We had district
heating right outside the door, but because
I have previously built air/water heat pumps
into many halls, the choice was simple.
Three heat pumps create an even, pleasant
temperature, at a very low price,” says Patrik
Svensson, part-owner who, in May, was
able to inaugurate the new hall with co-owners Peter Karlsson and Christian Lundin.
Patrik’s everyday job is to run the construction company Skånska Stålhallar. For

15 years he has collaborated with NIBE
Energy Systems to create sustainable,
efficient energy solutions. Almost always
based on air/water heat pumps.
”Regardless of whether we are building
workshops, industrial halls or warehouses,
air/water works perfectly for us. To put in one
kilowatt and get out closer to five makes for
simple maths,” says Patrik with a chuckle.

A whole lot of air and 24 eager
players
19 to 20 degrees. Constantly. In a steel hall
that is 24 by 72 metres at its base and close
to ten metres to the ceiling. Add to that six
courts with 24 energy-generating paddle ball
enthusiasts and you start to understand why
the heating and ventilation must play along.
”We keep a constant temperature of
19 to 20 degrees to keep things comfortable on the courts, even when the duels
get heated. With ceiling aerotempers, we
push down the waterborne heat and in the
changing, staff and conference rooms, we
heat using under floor heating. Naturally,
we recycle exhaust air with the highly effi-

cient FTX unit, so we are very pleased with
our heating and ventilation,” says Patrik.

A super efficient whole
Considering there are no windows to speak
of in the paddle hall and that it is built of
the most modern steel construction with
sandwich panels containing mineral wool, the
hall has an excellent U-value. The three NIBE
air/water heat pumps are intelligently docked
together to provide the hall with more than
enough heat.
”I chose air/water in a number of hall constructions in the last 15 years, and I’m very
happy. I’ve never had any problems but have
had low operational costs. It is a bit more
expensive than installing district heating, to
give an example, but the investment quickly
pays for itself. In addition, I have always
worked well with NIBE and their salesman
Fredrik Snygg, who is very attentive to
me as his customer. Now that I’m in the
planning phase for a new paddle hall, I know
exactly what I’ll do for heating and ventilation,” Patrik Svensson, part-owner of the
new paddle hall in Kristianstad, concludes.
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MAXIMISE
WITH

MARKO

NIBE’s technical correspondent Marko Hietaharju gives us his smart tips on
making life simpler, more fun and, in a nutshell, happier for NIBE’s installers.

No one has escaped the heat in Sweden this summer. Did your bedroom temperature also break heat
records? Sticky sheets and the challenge to lie perfectly still so as not to generate more heat. It’s far from
strange that NIBE has received many questions regarding cooling through our products. So in this edition, I
thought I’d talk a bit about cooling. The heat waves of the summer may be a thing of the past, but you can
count on hot days in the future too. The difference will be that you can be chill when your customers are
screaming for cooling.
Passive cooling
Passive cooling works great with our
ground-source heat pumps and can be
advantageously used to bring down the
temperature in your bedroom, food cellar,
or why not your beer cellar. The functionality is based on harnessing the bedrock’s
temperature through the borehole. The
bedrock’s 5 to 10°C temperature range is
perfect for lowering the temperature inside
your house. In addition to the ground-source
heat pump, you also need a ’cooling battery’
or fan coil(s) depending on the design of
your house. The liquid from the borehole
passes to the fan coil which, with the help
of a fan, cools the air in your room. Normal
radiators can’t be pumped with unlimited
low temperatures as condensation will
form on the pipes and radiators, with water
damage as a result. A fan coil on the other
hand is made to handle both heating and
cooling. In the winter, it will send out heated
air instead. In cases where there is a ground
loop instead of a borehole, the temperature
is generally considerably warmer than the
bedrock which means it’s more difficult to
bring down the temperature in the house.
We have the PCS 44 accessory for NIBE
F1145/F1245 and NIBE F1155/F1255, to
which we will add one or more fan coils or
cooling batteries.
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Cooling from air/water heat
pumps

My customer needs to cool a large
building, what should I do?

Passive cooling does not work with air/
water heat pumps because there is no borehole to extract cool air from. Instead, the
heat pump compressor works actively to
produce cooling for a cooling battery or fan
coil, which in turn sends out cool air where
needed. Then it’s just a matter of setting
the temperature for your bedroom, food
cellar or wine cellar and the heat pump does
the rest. The accessory for VVM 225, 310,
320, 325 and 500 is called ACS 310.

There is a lot to choose from. NIBE groundsource heating units F1345 and F1355 are
our heat pumps for buildings. There are accessories for passive and active cooling for
these. The products do not have any great
limitations. Most things can be tailored to
the customer’s needs.

How do I solve cooling if my
customer has an exhaust air heat
pump?
There is neither passive nor active cooling
for exhaust air heat pumps. However, there
is something called nighttime cooling.
Basically this means that the fan kicks in at
high speed when there is a great difference
between the indoor and outdoor temperatures. But if the outdoor temperature
is high, there is a risk that the nighttime
cooling will not be enough. In this case, I
recommend adding a NIBE ARIA, which is
our air heat pump.

Connectivity is
in our nature
Nature is our greatest source of energy. It connects everything, and impacts
our wellbeing in ways we don’t always acknowledge. With NIBE Uplink, your
customers can control the entire climate system in their homes wherever they
are – allowing them to maintain a balanced indoor climate with minimal impact on
the environment.
IT’S IN OUR NATURE

NIBE.EU
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NIBE Energy Systems
Box 14
285 21 Markaryd.

Bring energy
to the everyday
indoor comfort
NIBE F1255 | GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP
NIBE F1255 is a smart heat pump that is suitable for small and large apartment
blocks. By extracting energy stored in the ground and automatically adapting
energy consumption, your customers can lower their heating costs – even when
the temperature dips considerably.
IT’S IN OUR NATURE

NIBE.EU

